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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a numerical invariant of digraphs which generalizes that of the 
number of connected components of a graph. The ao,clic disconnection ~(D) of a digraph D 
is the minimum number of (weakly) connected components of the subdigraphs obtained from 
D by deleting an acyclic set of arcs. We state some results about this invariant and compute 
its value for a variety of circulant ournaments. Relations between the dichromatic number and 
the acyclic disconnection f digraphs are explored and a generalization f the second invarianl 
is presented. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
A MS classification. Primary: 05C20; 05C 15 
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1. Introduction 
The dichromatic number dc(D) of a digraph D is the least number of colours needed 
to colour the vertices of D in such a way that each chromatic lass is acyclic [6,9, 10]. 
It can be defined in an equivalent way as the minimum value of the chromatic numbers 
of the digraphs obtained from D by deleting an acyclic set of arcs. Here we introduce 
another numerical invariant of digraphs: the acyclic disconnection dS(D) of a digraph D, 
which is defined to be the maximum possible number of connected components of a 
digraph obtained from D by deleting an acyclic set of arcs. 
While the dichromatic number of D gives a direct measure of the complexity of 
the cyclic structure of D (increased value of the dichromatic number translates into 
more complex cyclic structure), in the opposite, for a fixed order, the complexity of 
the cyclic structure is a decreasing function of the acyclic disconnection. 
The aim of this paper is to give some results concerning the acyclic disconnection 
of digraphs and calculate its value for a variety of circulant ournaments. We also 
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include results concerning the C3-free disconnection ~3(D) of D which is defined to 
be the maximum number of connected components of the digraphs obtained from D 
by deleting a (~3-free set of arcs. 
2. Preliminary results and terminology 
For general concepts we refer the reader to [5]. In what follows, In will denote the 
set of integers {1 . . . . .  n}. Let Zn be the set of integers modn and J a nonempty subset 
of Zn - {0}. Sometimes we will identify each integer z E In with its residue mod n 
without any explanation. The circulant digraph Cn(J) is defined by V(Cn(J))=Z~, 
A(C~(J)) = {(i,j): i,j E Z,, and j - i E J}. In particular, Cn({ 1 }) is the directed cycle 
Cn. Notice that C2m+l(J) is a circulant ournament if and only if ]{ j , - j}  f-/J] = 1 for 
every j E Z2m+I - {0}. We recall that the automorphism group of any circulant digraph 
is vertex transitive. If i,j E V(Cn), Ai, j will denote the directed/j-path in Cn. 
If D is a digraph, V(D) and A(D) will denote the sets of vertices and arcs of D 
respectively, or (D)= IV(D)] is the order of D; D is acyclic if it contains no directed 
cycle. If S c V(D), then D[S] denotes the subdigraph of D induced by S; S is said to 
be acyclic whenever D[S] is acyclic. A set of arcs of D not containing directed cycles 
(resp: cyclic triangles) is said to be acyclic (resp: C3-free). 
If u E V(D), N+(u,D) (resp: N-(u,D)) denotes the ex-neighborhood (resp: in- 
neighborhood) of u in D; A, + = {uw EA(D)}, A,)- = {wu EA(D)}. The digraph D °p is 
obtained from D by reversing each one of its arcs. 
The number of weak components of a digraph D (i.e. the number of connected 
components of its underlying raph) is denoted by co(D). 
Let zt be a partition of V(D); an arc uw of D is said to be internal (resp. external) 
if u and w belong to the same class (resp. different classes) of ~; rc is internally (resp. 
externally) acyclic if the set of internal (resp. external) arcs of D is acyclic. In a 
similar way we define externally C3-free partitions, etc. An r-colouring f of V(D) 
is said to be proper if it uses the r colours; a subdigraph Do of D is said to be well 
coloured (resp: heterochromatic) if every pair of vertices of Do which are adjacent 
in Do (resp: every pair of vertices of Do) receive different colours from f .  In this 
paper we will write 'h.c.triangle' instead of 'heterochromatic cyclic triangle'. 
Clearly dc(D) is the minimum cardinality of an internally acyclic partition, (5(D) 
is the maximum cardinality of an externally acyclic partition and c53(D) the maximum 
cardinality of an externally C3-free partition of D. For instance c5(C3)= ~13(C3)=2, 
(~(C4) = 3, ~3(C4)  = 4. 
A spanning subdigraph Do of D is called a linear C-transversal (resp: linear C3- 
transversal) of D if for every directed cycle 7 (resp: cyclic triangle 7), A(Do)NA(7)¢ ~. 
The set of linear C-transversals (resp: linear C3- transversals) ofD is denoted by Tr(D) 
(resp: Tr3(D)). Notice that Do E Tr(D) iff D-  A(Do) is acyclic and Do E Tr3(D) iff 
D-A(Do) is d3-free. 
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Remark 2.1. (i) 55(G*)=co(G) where G* will denote the digraph obtained from the 
graph G by replacing each edge uw of G by the arcs uw and wu. 
(ii) 55(D)= co(D) holds whenever D contains a symmetric spanning tree. 
(iii) n is an externally acyclic (e.a) partition for D iff the same is true for D °p. 
Moreover 55(D) = 55(D °p ) and &3 (D) = 553 (D°p )- 
( iv) 55(D) --.< ~3(D). 
(v) If Do is a spanning subdigraph of D then 55(D) ~< 55(Do) and 553 (D) ~< b53 (Do). 
The following two propositions, which can be easily verified, give different equivalent 
definitions of 55(D) and ~3(D). 
Proposition 2.2. Each of the followin 9 values is equal to 55(D). 
(i) max{co(D - F): F C_A(D), F acyclic}. 
(ii) max{co(D0): Do E Yr(D)}. 
(iii) The maximum cardinality of an externally acyclic partition of D. 
(iv) The maximum number of colours in a proper colouring of V(D) not producing 
well coloured (directed) cycles. 
Proposition 2.3. Each of the following values is equal to ~3(D). 
(i) max{co(D- F): F CA(D), F is C3-free}. 
(ii) max{co(D0): Do E Tr3(D)}. 
(iii) The maximum cardinality of an externally C3-free partition of D. 
(iv) The maximum number of colours in a proper colouring of V(D) not producing 
heterochromatic cyclic (h.c.) triangles. 
Let 55+(D) = 55(D) + 1; 55~-(D) = &3(D) + 1. 
Proposition 2.4. 55+(D) (resp: 55f(D)) is" the minimum number r such that every 
proper r-colouring of V(D) leaves at least one well coloured directed o'cle (resp: 
cyclic triangle). 
Proof. It follows directly from Propositions 2.2 and 2.3. 
For any toumament T, 553~(T) is just the heterochromatic number of the 3-graph 
H3(T) = (V(T),z3(T)) whose set of edges r3(T) is defined by z3(T)= {S CV(T): T[S] 
We recall that the heterochromatic number of a 3-graph (V,E) is the minimum 
number of colours r such that every proper r-colouring of V leaves at least one hete- 
rochromatic 3-edge [2]; 3-graphs with heterochromatic number 3 are said to be tight. 
So H3(T) is tight iff 55+(T)= 3. 
We will need the following result due to Alspach [1]: 
Lemma 2.5. I f  T is a regular tournament, hen every arc of T is contained in a cyclic 
triangle. 
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Fig. 1. 
Proof. Let uv EA(T) and denote by n the order of T. 
As n -2  ~> IN+(v, T) UN (u, r)l -- d+(v, r )+d- (u ,  r)-IN+(v, r )  nN- (u ,  r)l = n-  
1 - IN+(v ,T )nN- (u ,T ) l ,  IN+(v,T)NN-(u,T)]>O. Thus uv is in a triangle. [] 
Corollary 2.6. I f  T is a regular tournament, hen every externally C3-fi'ee partition 
of T has at most one singular equivalence class. 
The reader who is interested will find an extensive and recent survey on tournaments 
in [3]. 
3. Acyclic and C3-free disconnection i  digraphs 
If D is a digraph, SC(D) will denote the set of strong components of D and D ° 
the induced subdigraph of D obtained from D by deleting all the isolated vertices. The 
proof of the following assertion is straightforward. 
Proposition 3.1. (3(D) = 2:~ESC(D)O)(O~), 
If D is a digraph and a=(ai)i~V(D) is a family of non-empty (mutually disjoint) 
digraphs then ~r(a,D) is defined by 
V(G(c~,D))= U V(c~i); 
iE V(D) 
A(a(cqD))= U A(o~i)U{uw: uE V(o~,), wE V(o~j) & i jEA(D)}. 
iEV(D) 
If the members of the family e are not mutually disjoint then they can be replaced 
by isomorphic opies of them so that the new family cd is formed by mutually disjoint 
digraphs. We will keep the notation a(c~,D) instead of writing a(~/,D). Notice that 
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a(7, D) is well defined up to isomorphism. The function p:a(et, D) -oD whose valuc 
is constant in each e,, and equal to u, is a reflexive epimorphism which will be called 
the natural projeetion from a(~,D) onto D (recall that a reflexive homomorphism from 
a digraph D into a digraph D' is a function f :  V(D)--, V(D') such that for every 
uw~A(D) either f (u )=f (w)  or f (u ) f (w)¢A(D ' ) ) .  If 7 . ,~W for every i~V(D)  
then a(c~,D) is just the composition D[W]. The digraph t(71,:~,~3) defined in [15] 
coincides with cr(~,D) for D = 6"~. 
Lemma 3.2. Let D be a digraph and ~ = (~i)ieri/)) a family of non-empO' digraphs. 
[ /D  and ererv ~i are ac)'clic (resp: do not contain directed ~3'eles ~[ length smalh, r 
than f)  then a(:t, D) is acyclic (resp: does not contain directed cycles of lenqth smaller 
than / ). 
Proof. Let p be the natural projection from a(7,D)  onto D. Suppose that a(v,,D) 
contains a directed cycle C (resp: a directed cycle of length smaller than /) .  Now 
p(C) is constant for otherwise D would contain a cycle (resp: a directed cycle of 
length smaller than ¢). So C is contained in some ~,, which is impossible. ! 
Proposition 3.3. The composition of two eireulant digraphs (resp. tournaments is a 
cireulant digraph (resp. tournament). 
Proof. Let C~,. ~1 (K) and C2s+l ( J )  be two circulant digraphs. Let H = C(~_, ~ ~ ii~,_ l i((2r-- 
1 ) JU(K  + (2r + 1)~,1) ) .  We will prove that (~_>~I(K)[(~2~ I ( J ) ]~H.  Let p:H --. 
Czr-~(K) be the reflexive epimorphism defined by taking p(z) to be the residue 
of zmod2r - -  l. It is easy to see that for every w~ V(C:,..I(K)) (i.e. w¢Z> i), 
p I (w)= w + (2r+ l)Iz,.+~ induces an isomorphic copy of C~_,.~I(J). Finally if there 
i sa  p I(w)p I(w~)-arc in H, thenzz '¢A(H)  for every, zCp  I(w) andz  ~¢p ~(w ~). 
This proves our assertion and shows that p is the natural projection fiom H onto 
C>+I(K).  If both C>+I(K)  and C2,+I(J) are tournaments it is a matter of routine to 
prove that H is also a tournament. -] 
New results on the composition of tournaments can be found in [4]. 
Theorem 3.4. Let D be a digraph and .z = (z,)ie l(z), a family o1 non-empty digraphs. 
Then c5(a(~,D)) = max,.,¢r,.(/~){~o(W ° ) + ~ie. j6)(z/)} where J = V(D) - V( W ~ ). 
Proof. Take WcTr (D) ,  ~ETr (~/ )  so that ~(D)=o(W)  and ~o(~i) ~,~(~'~) tbr 
j E V(D) and let ~ '= (:~)/~r(D). We have cr(~,D)-A(a(~ t, W))--(r((~/-A(~l)) j~l~l~, 
D-A(W))  and since D-A(W)  and ~-A(~)  are acyclic, it follows from Lemma 3.2 
that a (~,D) -  A(a(~',W)) is acyclic. Therefore cr(7/,W)EYr(a(~,D)). Now. it is 
easy to see that ~o(cr(~', W))=(o(W°)+~-~/~j ~o(~i) and so c~(a(~,D))>~ naax~ i~/~ 
{ (°(W°) + ~i¢.J  ~(~i)}. Let f be a ¢~(a(~,D))-colouring of V(a(z,D)) without well 
coloured directed cycles. I f  for some u ¢ V(D), z,, is not monochromatic and one of 
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the colours, say c, appearing in ~u appears also in another ~w, delete in ~u (but not 
in ~w) the vertices of colour c. Repeat he procedure until no further eduction is pos- 
sible. Since neither a colour nor a ~u disappears in the process, we obtain a family 
~ C_ ~ for every u E V(D) which sat- c~/= (~u)uCV(D) of non-empty digraphs uch that ~u
isfies that the restriction of f to a(~,D)  is a proper c~(a(~,D))-colouring. Let F be 
Clearly there is a a directed cycle in D. For every w E V(F), take a vertex Xw of c%. 
directed cycle/~ in ~r(~',D) such that V(/~) = {xw: w ~ V(F)) and p(/~)= F. Since f 
has no well coloured directed cycles, there is an arc x~(r)xw(r) of/~ (and then an arc 
u(F)w(F) of F) such that f(x~(r))= f(Xw(r)). 
Since the reduction process has ended, it follows that ~u(r)~ and ~w(r)' are monochro- 
matic of the same eolour. Let W be the spanning subdigraph of D with A(W)= {uz 
A(D)" f (~)  = f(c~)}. Clearly D-A(W)  is aeyelic. Then W E Yr(D). We obtain that 
for every non trivial component Q of w, a((~)~V(Q), Q) is monochromatic. On the 
' is at most ~(~,) for every other hand, the number of colours which appear in c~ 
isolated vertex u of W. It follows that c3(~r(c~,D)) ~< ~o(W °) + ~j~(~u)  and then 
~(a(~,D)) <~ maxw~¥(D){~(W °) + ~ j~(~u)}  which ends the proof. [] 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 can be easily modified in order to obtain the following 
analogous result for ~33. 
Theorem 3.5. Let  D be a digraph and ~ = (~i)i~V(D) a family of non-empty digraphs. 
Then ~3(a(a,D)) ---- maxwcTr3(D){Og(W °) + ~jEjO*)3(O~j)) where J = V(D) - V(W°). 
A digraph D will be said to be ~-keen (resp: ~3-keen) if there is an optimal 
e.a.partition (resp: externally (~3-free partition) of D having exactly one singular chro- 
matic class and no e.a.partition (resp: externally C3-free partition) of D leaves more 
than one such a class. The following proposition follows directly from Theorems 3.4 
and 3.5. 
Proposition 3.6. (i) I f  D is a ~-keen (resp: ~3-keen) digraph and Z is also a digraph 
then c3(D[Z])= c3(D) + c3(Z) - 1 (resp: ~3(D[Z])= ~3(O) -k- ~3(Z) - 1). 
(ii) I f  both D and Z are ~-keen (resp: ~3-keen) digraphs then D[Z] is also ~-keen 
(resp: ~3-keen). 
(iii) I f  T is a ~-keen (resp: ~3-keen) circulant tournament and ~ = (~i)icvW) is 
a family of non-empty digraphs then ~(a(~, T)) = ~(T)  + max{c3(~i): i E V (T ) ) - I  
(resp: ~3(a(0~, T)) = ~33(T)+max{c33(~i): i C V(T)} - 1 ). In particular, ~(t(~l, ~2, ~3)) 
= 1 + max{~(~i): i E {1,2,3)) and (.03(t(~1,0~2,~3))= 1 + max{~3(~i): i E{1,2,3}}. 
Remark 3.7. Property (iii) of Proposition 3.6 holds in general for tournaments with 
vertex-transitive group of automorphisms. 
By Corollary 2.6, if a regular tournament T has an optimal e.a.partition (resp: exter- 
nally C3-free partition) with a unique singular class then T is ~-keen (resp: ~3-keen); 
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in particular, if T is a regular tournament such that c3(T) = 2 (resp: c33(T) = 2) then T 
is 65-keen (resp: c53-keen). We do not know whether every circulant tournament is 
dS-keen (resp: ~3-keen). 
4. The acyclic and C3-free disconnection of tournaments 
In this section, we will compute the acyclic disconnection and the C3-free discon- 
nection of some tournaments. The main results are Theorem 4.1 1 and the fact that 
there are tournaments for which ~5(T)¢ d53(T) (Example 4.2). 
Remark 4.1. (i) For every tournament T, ~3(T) ~> 2 and so ~3(T) >~ 2. 
(ii) I f  T is a circulant oriented graph, then T °p ~ T. 
Property (i) follows immediately from the fact that T-(A,7 UA, +) has exactly 2 
connected components for every vertex u of T; (ii) is obvious. 
It is natural to ask whether 6i3(T)=~3(T) holds for every tournament T. 
Example 4.2 shows that this is not always the case. 
From now on, whenever q5 is a proper 3-colouring of a tournament with colours B, 
G and R, we will denote by B, G and R the sets of vertices of colour B, G and R, 
respectively. 
Example 4.2. Let D be the digraph of Fig. 1, whose vertex set is 14 U {*}. The tour- 
nament T is constructed on the set of vertices (14 x /2 )U{*}  so that the following 
properties hold: 
(i) The function P: ( I4  ×I2)U{*}--~I4U{*} defined by p (* )= * and p( i , j ) )= i  
is a reflexive epimorphism from T onto D. 
(ii) ( i , I ) ( i ,2)EA(T)  for every iEI4. 
(iii) ((1, 1),(4, 1),(1,2),(4,2),(1, 1)) and ((2, 1),(3, 1),(2,2),(3,2),(2, 1)) are cycli- 
cally oriented squares of T. 
We will prove that (5 (7)= 2 and ~33(T)= 3. A cyclic triangle (a,b,c,a) such that 
a E A, b E B, c E C, A,B, C C_ V(T) will be called a cyclic ABC-triangle, etc. For short- 
ness, j will denote the set {(j, 1),( j ,2)}. 
First of  all, the 3-colouring given by B = {.}, G = 1 U 2 and R = 3 U 4 leaves no 
h.c. triangle and so c33(T)~> 3. We will prove that (53(T)=3.  Suppose ~3(T)~> 4
and take a proper 4-colouring of T which leaves no heterochromatic cyclic (b.c.) 
triangle and has chromatic classes B, G, R and Y. We may assume that • E B. We also 
may assume that both (1 U 2)N G and (1 d 2 )n  R are nonempty. It follows that either 
1C_B, 2C_GUR or 2C_B, 1CGUR for otherwise there would be a h.c. ( . ,2 ,1 , , ) -  
triangle. Take j E {3, 4} such that j N Y ¢ ~. It is easy to see that in this case there is 
a h.c. (2,1,j,2)-triangle which is impossible. So ~53(T) = 3. 
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Now we will prove that c3(T)=2.  Suppose q~ is a proper 3-colouring of T with 
colours B, G and R which leaves no heterochromatic directed cycle. Then 
(1) The inclusion 2 U 3 C_ B is impossible. 
Suppose the inclusion holds. I f  either 1 C_ B or 4 C_ B then T[1 U 4] contains a well 
coloured cyclic square. Otherwise T contains a well coloured cyclic (1, 3, 4, 2, 1)-square. 
(2) Either 1 N R or 1 N G is empty. Similarly either 4 N R or 4 N G is empty. More- 
over, either (1 U 2) N R : 0 or (1 U 2) N G : {3 and similarly (4 U 3) n R : {3 or (4 U 3) n 
G----{3. 
Suppose 1 N R # 0 and 1 N G # {3. Then 2 C_ B for otherwise there would be a b.c. 
(1,2, *, 1 )-triangle. Finally 3 C_ B for otherwise there would be a h.c. (1, 3, 2, 1)-triangle. 
So 2 U 3 _c B which by (1) is impossible. I f  the last assertion were false then, by the 
first one, there would be a h.c. ( . ,2,1, . ) - tr iangle which is also impossible. 
(3) We may assume then that lU2C_BUR and 3U4C_BUG and that both 
(1 U2)NR and (3 U4)N G are non empty. 
(4) 1 is not contained in R and 4 is not contained in G. 
I f  1 C_ R then there would be a well coloured (1,4,1,4, 1)-square. 
(5) Because of (1) and (3), either 2NR#{3 or 3NG#{3.  We may assume that 
3 n G ~ {3. Now, 1 is not bichromatic since otherwise there would be a h.c. (3, 2,1, 3)- 
triangle. So 1 c_ B. So, there is x2 E 2 N R. I f  there is a 32-arc with origin at G and 
end at R then there would be a h.c. (3,2, 1,3)-triangle. In the opposite case, there are 
unique vertices x2 E 2 NR and x3 c 3 N G; moreover x2x3 C A(T)  and then T contains a 
h.c. (x2,x3,4,x2)-triangle and this is impossible. This proves that ~(T)=2.  
It was implicitly proved that T is (3-keen and cb3-keen. Define T I ° )=T and 
T(k+l) = T[T(k)]. It follows from Proposition 3.6(i) and (ii) that ~(T  (k+I~) = ~(T  (k))÷l 
and c53(T(~+L))= o33(T (k)) + 2. So we can state the following result. 
Proposition 4.3. c3(T (k)) = k + 2 and ~3(T (~)) = 2k + 3. [] 
Proposition 4.4. Let  m >1 2 be an integer. Then 
(i) ~3(C2m+1 (1,2 . . . . .  m)) = 2. 
(ii) c33(C2m+1(1,2 . . . . .  m - 1,m + 1) )=2.  
(iii) ~33(C2m+1 ( -  1,2, 3 . . . . .  m)) = 2. 
(iv) c3(C9 (1, -2 ,  3, 4)) = (D3(C9( 1, -2 ,  3, 4)) = 3. 
Proof. By Remark 4.1(i) and since ~3~ = (53 + 1 by definition, we need only prove that 
(5 + ~< 3 for the tournaments of (i), (ii) and (iii) and that (5 = c33 = 3 for the tournament 
of (iv). 
Suppose that there is a proper 3-colouring ~b of a tournament in any of the first 
three cases, which leaves no h.c. triangle. Let B, R and G be the colours. In the cases 
(i) and (ii) take two vertices j and j + m which receive two different colours. We may 
assume that ~b(0)= B and ~b(m)= G. 
(i) Clearly (12,,, - Im ) N R = {3. Let j E R, then j + m E B since otherwise {j, j + m, 0 } 
would induce a h.c. triangle. Similarly, j + m + 1 c G for otherwise {j, m, j + m + 1 } 
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would induce a h.c. triangle. It follows that {j, j + m, j +m +1} induces a b.c. triangle 
which is contradictory. 
(ii) Clearly L,, NR=(~. Moreover m + 1 ~ G for otherwise R would be empty. Sup- 
pose m+l  cR.  Then 1 E G and so 1,, , -{0t c G. It follows that ~,,,-I,,,*1 c GUR.  But 
no member k of/~,,,-1,,,~1 can belong to R for otherwise {k, 0, k+m+l}  would be a 
h.c. triangle. So 2m E G and {m + 1,2m, 0} induces a b.c. triangle which is impossible. 
So m+ 1 E B. If j E R then j - m E L,, and j - m ~ R. Therefore, either { j - m, m, / I or 
{ j  - m, m + 1,j} induces a h.c. triangle which is impossible. 
(iii) Clearly there are two vertices j and j + 2 which receive different colours. 
We may assume that -1  cB  and 1 E G. Therefore 0~R.  By Remark 4.1(ii), we may 
assume that 0 cB.  Now m,m + 1 ~R for otherwise either { - l ,  1,m} or { -1 ,  1,m + 1 } 
would induce a h.c. triangle. If  m E B then j ¢ R for every / ~ 12 - I,~_ ~ lbr otherwise 
{o,m, j} would induce a h.c. triangle. Let z ~R. Since {0, 1,2} induces a cyclic triangle, 
z¢2 .  Now either {O,z,z + m} or {1.z,z + m} induces a h.c. triangle. So m ~ G. But 
now if z ~ R then either { -1 ,z ,m} or {0, m,z} induces a b.c. triangle. 
(iv) It is easy to see that C,)(1,-2, 3 ,4 ) )~ C3[C3]. Applying Proposition 3.6(iii) we 
obtain (7~(C~(1, 2,3 ,4 ) )=~3(C~(1 , -  2,3,4))  3. --~ 
I f  j ~ 1,,, we define 1,,./= (Ira U {2m + 1 - - j} )  - {j}. 
Remark 4.5. By Remark 3.7, C2m~l(l,,,), C2 .... ~(I ....... ) and C_~,,,+I(1,,.I) are ~3-keen 
and (53-keen. Similarly ( ' ,~(1, -2,3,4))~C3[C3] is also ~5-keen and (7~3-keen by 
Proposition 3.6(ii); the tournament T of Example 4.2 is also (5-keen and ~53-keen. 
Proposition 4.6. For each r >~ 2 there are infinitely many (~/)-keen and (53-keen) cir- 
culant tournaments T such that ~)3 (T)  = ~(T)  = r. 
Proof. Let W~ I''l C2m+t(Im) and W, I''l t~ rW, t'"l]. : /,~1-- 3L /~ By Propositions 3.6(i) and 4.4, 
/wIm)=(5(Wx t'')) k. Moreover, Wx/''~ is a cS~-keen and ~Sa-keen circulant touma- (031 vv~ 
ment (Proposition 3.6(ii) and Remark 4.5 ). F2 
Lemma 4.7. Let 0 be a proper 3-colourin 9 of  C2,,, i(L,,.i), / ~ {1,m}, which leares 
no b.c. triangle and uses colours black (B), green (G) and red (R). The fidlowinq 
properO, holds 
( i ) [ [O ,  mEBandm+lEG then I cBandRC{ j ,m+l+j ,  2m+2- /}  {m+ 
j, m + 1 j}. 
Proof. (1) I f kEL , ,  ~ - { j ,m+ 1-.,1'} then k~R for otherwise {O,k,m+ 1 / would 
induce a h.c. triangle. Moreover, m+ 1- j  ~ R since otherwise {m+l - j ,  m, m+ 1 } would 
induce a h.c. triangle. Then we have R ~L,, c_ {j} and in particular, 1 ~R. Similarly. 
we obtain m + j ~ R. 
(2) We will prove now that 1 E B. Suppose 1 C G. Since {0, 1,j} is a cyclic triangle. 
j (2R  and so RAL,=O.  I f jC rn -  l then, since {1,re, k} induces a cyclic triangle 
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whenever k E 12m -- (Im+l U {m + j, 1 - j}) ,  it follows that I2m O R C_ { 1 - j}  but since 
{0, 1, 1 - j}  also induces a cyclic triangle, 1 - j  ~ R and so R = ~ which is impossible. I f  
j = m - 1 then, for each k E I2m --Ira+3, O, 1 E Ak,  k +m-  l ; moreover k + m - 1 EAI,m-2 and 
so k + m - 1 ~ R. I f  k E R, either {k, k + m - 1,0} or {k, k + m - 1, 1 } would induce a h.c. 
triangle. Hence R C_ {m + 2}. Suppose m + 2 E R. Since {0, m + 2, 2m} induces a cyclic 
triangle and 2m ~R, then ~b(2m) = q~(0) EB. So {m+l ,m+2,2m} induces a h.c. triangle 
and this is impossible. Therefore 1 EB. Now all the triangles induced by {1,m + 1,k} 
are cyclic for every k E Am+2,2m - {m ÷ 1 + j, 2m + 2 -- j}  and then Am+l,2m+l (-1R C 
{m+ 1 + j ,2m +2 - j} .  Since RMIm C {j}, it follows that R C { j ,m÷ 1 +j ,2m +2 - j}  
which together with (1) implies R C_ {j, m + 1 + j, 2m + 2 - j}  - {m + j, m + 1 - j}. 
[] 
Lemma 4.8. I f  f2m+l(Im,j) , j ~ {1,m} has a proper 3-colourin9 ~ which leaves no h.c. 
triangle then it also has another proper 3-colourin9 ~ which leaves no h.c. triangle 
such that (i) O, 1, m E B, m + 1 E G and R C__ {j,  m + 1 ÷ j ,  2m + 2 - j}  - (m +j ,  m + 1 - j} .  
Proof. Let ~k be a proper 3-colouring of  C2m÷l(Im,j) which leaves no h.c. triangle. 
Assume that the colours are B, G and R. Obviously, C2m+l contains two adjacent 
vertices of different colour. We may assume that m and m + 1 are a pair of such 
vertices which satisfy ~k(m)=B and ~p(m + 1)=G.  Since {0, m,m + 1} induces a 
cyclic triangle, ~k(0)~ R, By Remark 4.1(ii), we may assume that ~(0) - -B .  Applying 
Lemma 4.7 the results follows. [] 
Proposition 4.9. I f  2j <~ m - 1 and j (~ ( 1, m }, then 093 (C2m+ 1(lm,j) ) = 2. 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false and let q~ be as in Lemma 4.8. 
(i) Suppose j ER .  Since {j, 0,2m + 1 - j}  induces a cyclic triangle and 
2m + 1 - j  ~ {j, m + 1 + j ,  2m + 2 - j}  (the only possibility is 2m + 1 - j  = m + 1 + j  which 
implies 2j = m which is impossible), it follows that 2m + 1 - j  E B. Since 2j ~< m-  1, 
{j, m + 1,2m + 1 - j}  induces a h.c. triangle which gives a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose 2m + 2 - j  E R. Since {2m + 2 - j ,  1, 1 + j}  induces a non-h.c, triangle, 
I+ jEB .  Since 2j ~<m-1,  { j ,m + 1,2m + 2 - j}  induces a h.c. triangle which is 
contradictory. 
(iii) Suppose m + 1 + j  E R. Since {m ÷ 1 - j ,  m, m + 1 } and {m + 1 + j ,  m + 1, m ÷ 1 - j}  
induce non-h.c, triangles then m+ 1 - j  ~ R and m+ 1 - j  ~ B. So m+ 1- j  E G. But since 
2j ~< 2m - 1, then (1,m + 1 - j ,m+l  + j}  induces a h.c. triangle which is impossible. 
[] 
Proposition 4.10. I f  2j >>. m + 2 and j ~ ( 1, m }, then ~3 (C2m+ 1(Ira j ) )  = 2. 
ProoL Suppose the theorem is false and let q~ be as in Lemma 4.8. 
(i) I fm+l+jER then, since m+2<2m+2- j<m+l+j ,  {m+l ,m+2,m+l+j}  
induces a cyclic triangle and so m+2 E G. Moreover, {m+l ,2m+2- j ,m+l+j}  induces 
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a cyclic triangle and therefore 2m + 2 - j  ~ B. I f  2m + 2 - j  E R, then m +j  + 2 E B since 
{2m+2- j ,m+j+2,  1} induces a cyclic triangle but then {m+2, m+j+ l ,m+j+2} 
induces a h.c. triangle. So 2m + 2 - j E G and then {2m + 2 - j, m + j + 1, 1 } induces 
a h.c. triangle which is impossible. 
(ii) Suppose 2m+2- jER .  Since m+ 1 +j¢R and {m+ 1 ,2m+2- j ,m+j+ 1} 
induces a cyclic triangle, m + 1 + j E G but then {2m + 2 - j, m + j + 1, 1 } induces a 
h.c. triangle which is impossible. 
(iii) Suppose j ER. By the previous results, 2j C R and then either {j,m,2j} or 
{j, m+ 1,2j} induces a h.c. triangle which is impossible. Hence R = (3 which contradicts 
the hypothesis. 
Theorem 4.11. Let m ) 2. Then (3(C2m+l(Im,j)) = (33(C2m+l(-/m,/))  : - "  2 provided (m, j )  
¢(4 ,2) .  
Proof. Because of Propositions 4.4, 4.9 and 4.10 we need consider only the cases 
2 j=m and 2 j=m + 1 with jC{1 ,m}.  Let q~ be as in Lemma 4.8. So O,I,mCB, 
m+IEG and RC { j ,m+ l + j ,2m+ 2- j} .  
Case i. 2 j=m,  for m >~ 4 since the case m=2 is done by Proposition 4.4(iii). If 
m=4,  we obtain the exceptional case C9(1, -2 ,  3,4) for which (3=3.  Suppose m is 
an even number not less than 6. I f  m + 1 +jER then {m + 1,m + 1 + j ,  0} would 
induce a h.c. triangle which is impossible. I f  2m + 2 - j  E R either {2, m, 2m + 2 - j}  or 
{2, m + 1,2m + 2 - j}  would induce a h.c. triangle which again is impossible. Finally, 
suppose j E R. Since (I2m+l - Ira) M R = 9, 2m E G and m + 2 E B for otherwise either 
{j,m + 1,2m} or {j,m + 2, 1} would induce a h.c. triangle. But now {j,m + 2,2m} 
induces a h.c. triangle which is impossible. 
Case ii. 2 j=m+ 1. In this case m+ 1 + j=2m+2- j .  Suppose m+ 1 + jCR.  
Then m + j E B for otherwise {m + j, m + j + 1,0} would induce a h.c. triangle. But 
now {m + 1,m +j ,m + 1 + j}  induces a h.c. triangle which is impossible. 
I f  j E R then {j, m, m + 1 } is a h.c. triangle which is also impossible. D 
5. Acyclic disconnection and dichromatic number 
In this section we explore some relations between the acyclic disconnection and the 
dichromatic number. The dependence of these invariants seems to be rather weak. We 
start by looking at the values of c5 and (33 for the following 3 and 4-dichromatic tourna- 
ments of minimum order (see [12]): C7(h,3) and t(C3, C3, Tl ) for dc = 3 and C11(I5.2) 
for dc=4.  By Theorem 4.11, c3=(33 =2 for C7(I3.3) and (~11(I5.2); c~(t((~3, C3, Tl)) 
= c53(t(C3, C3, T1 )) = 3 by Proposition 3.6(iii). For the circulant ournaments Dk = C6~-+ i 
(I3~,2k),(3=(33 =2 by Theorem 4.11. Let if(D) be the maximum cardinality of an 
acyclic set of vertices of D. 
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Theorem 5.1. (i) ~(D)  ~< if(D), 
(ii) ~3(D) + dc(D) ~< or(D) + 1. 
Proof. Let ~ be an optimal e.a.partition of D. Take S C_ V(D) such that IS N QI = 1 
for every QE~.  Then IS]=I~z l=~(D) .  Since S is acyclic, then (i) follows. Let ~/ 
be an internally acyclic partition of D such that at least one of the equivalence 
classes ~ has cardinality if(D). Let S C V(D) such that IS n Q] = 1 for every Q E ~'. 
Then ISI = 1~ ~] i> dc(D) and so ~(D) -  1 +dc(D)  ~< i f (D) -  1 +dc(D)  ~< I~1- 1 + ISI ~< 
or(D). [] 
It is easy to see that the inequality (ii). can be improved to ~(D)+2dc(D)  ~< or (D)+ 
2 + e for oriented graphs, where ~ is the residue of or(D) - i (D)mod2.  
Construction 5.2. Let T be a tournament and X a digraph whose vertex set V(X)={x/.: 
f cA(T)}  is in a bijective correspondence with A(T) and so that V(X)N V(T)=0.  
We define T ,X  to be the digraph (TUX)+ {vx,~,: urEA(T)} + {x,,.u: urEA(T)}.  
Proposition 5.3. ~)3(T*X) <<. c53(X) + 1. 
Proof. Suppose N3(T*X)>~N3(X)+ 2 and let ~b be a proper externally C3-free c53 
(T,X)-colouring of T,X.  Clearly there are two colours Cl and c2 which do not ap- 
pear in X. Take ut,u2 E V(T) of colour cl and c2, respectively. We may assume that 
f = ulu2 E V(T). Clearly {ul,xf, u2} induces a h.c. triangle which is impossible. [] 
Let Z be a regular tournament of order 2m + 1. We define zo(Z) = t(Z, Z, C2m+l(Im)) 
and z l (Z) =t(Z, Z, C2m+l (Im, m ))" Notice that both, vo(Z) and z l (Z) are regular tourna- 
ments and therefore the operators zo and zl can be iterated. We assume that r ° (Z)= z ° 
(Z) =Z. 
Proposition 5.4. Let Z be a regular tournament. Then 
(i) or(z0k(Z)) -- or(r~(Z)) -- 3k.or(Z). 
(ii) dc(z0~(Z)) -- dc(Z) + k; dc(z~(Z)) = dc(Z) + 2k. 
(iii) ~(z~(Z))  -- ~(Z)  + k, ~33(z0~(Z)) = ~33(Z) + k. 
(iv) ~(~(z ) )  = ~(z)  + k, ~3(~(z))  = ~3(z) + k. 
Proof. Case (i) is immediate; cases (iii) and (iv) follow from Proposition 3.6(iii). Fi- 
nally, case ii. follows from the fact that dc(z0(Z))= dc(Z)+ 1 and dc(zl (Z ) )= dc(Z)+2 
[15, Theorem 3]. [] 
Proposition 5.5. For every couple of integers (r,s) such that r>~s>~2 there is an infi- 
nite set of regular tournaments W such that r <~ dc( W ) <~ r + 2 and s ~ ~( W ) ~<c33(W) 
~<s+l .  
Proof. Let T2m+ 1 be a r-dichromatic regular tournament (there is an infinite set of such 
tournaments [13,15]) and take T = T2m+l[T2], X ~- C2,,+I(L,) where 2n + 1 = IA(T)I = 
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(2m + 1)(4m + 1). So the order of T ,X  is odd. Since d+(z ,T ,X)=d (z ,T*X)  tbr 
every z E V(T ,X) ,  the complementary graph G of the underlying graph of T*X is a 
(non-necessarily connected) Eulerian graph. Therefore G has an orientation G~so that 
d~(z ,G- )=d (z,G ~) for every vertex z. 
Clearly ~l,,,l = T ,X  U G ~ is a regular tournament of order (2m + 1)(4m + 1) such 
that r~<dc(~5)~<r + 2 since dc(X)=2.  Moreover, 2<~(53(WoI"'))<~(7)3(T*X)<~{53(X) 
+ 1=3.  Then the assertion is true for s=2 and every value of r~>2. By taking 
W/I"'I = %(Wat'I'I~), we obtain a regular tournament ~l,,,i of  order 3 ~ (2m + l)(4m + 1) 
such that dc(~("'))  = dc(W0(m))+k, ~5(W~("') ) = dS(~(") )+k and ~33(g/~ I''~) = ~7~( ~t,,, ~ )+ 
k by Proposition 5.4 and the assertion follows. ~3 
Corollary 5.6. For ever), couple o f  integers (r,s) such that r >~s >~2 there is an inlinite 
set o/" re qular tournaments W such that r <~ dc(W) ~< r + 2 and 653(W) = .s' + 1. 
Proposition 5.7. For eveo' integer r ) 3 there is an infinite number o[ certex-critical 
r-dichromatic regular tournaments .[br which (53 = ~5 = ~(," + 1 )/2j. 
Proof. I f  r is odd, take Z=C2, , . I ( L  ...... ) in Proposition 5.4. Since dc(Z)=3.  
653(Z)=(3(Z)=2 then, for k=(r  - 3)/2, we obtain dc ( r~(Z) )=3 + 2(," - 3 ) '2=,"  
and (6(r~(Z))=(53(z~(Z))=2 + (r - 3) /2=(r  + 1)/2. If r is even, take Z D,,,= 
C~,,,+l(13,,,.:,,,), m ~> 2 in Proposition 5.4. Since dc(Z)=4, (~)3(Z)=(~(Z)=2 then. for 
k=(r -4 ) /2 ,  holds dc ( r~(Z) )=4 + 2( r -  4),./2=, . and ~5(r~(Z))=c53(r~(Z)) 2 + 
( r -4 ) / '2=r /2 .  Since (~2,,,+l(L ...... ) is vertex-critical 3-dichromatic for m ~> 3 [15] and 
C~,m-1(13m.:,,,) is vertex-critical 4-dichromatic for m ~> 2 [13], the fact that all thc tour- 
naments constructed here are vertex-critical follows from [15]. 
Conjecture 5.8. For every couple of integers (r,s) such that r ~> s >~ 2 there is an 
infinite set of circulant tournaments W such that dc (W)=r  and (7)(W)=s (resp. 
~53(W)=s). 
The conjecture is not yet solved even for s = 2 and regular tournaments. 
In a forthcoming paper [14] a more precise approach to inequality (ii) of 
Theorem 5.1 will be given. 
6. A generalization and problems 
In this section we generalize the concept of acyclic disconnection and C3-free dis- 
connection. 
Let P be a non-empty set of connected digraphs. A digraph D will be called a 
P-digraph whenever D is isomorphic to some member of P. A digraph which does not 
contain P-subdigraphs will be called a P-[ree digraph. A set of arcs S of a digraph 
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D will be said to be P-free iff D does not contain a P-subdigraph Do such that 
A(Do) c_ S. A spanning subdigraph W of D is a P-arc transversal of D iff for every 
P-subdigraph F of D, A(Do) hA(F) ~ O. The set of P-arc transversals of D is denoted 
by Trp(D). Clearly Do C Trp(D) iff D-  A(Do) is P-free. 
P is said to be a-adequate iff a(D,(o~i)icv(o)) is P-free provided D and each ~i are 
P-free. Lemma 3.2 shows that the set of cycles of length smaller than f and the set 
of all cycles are a-adequate. 
By Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, ~(D) and ~3(D) coincide with max{co(D-F): F C A(D) 
and F is P-free} where P is the set of cycles and {C3 }, respectively. Therefore it is 
natural to introduce the following definition. 
The P-free disconnection ~(D,P) of a digraph D is defined by ~(D,P )= 
max{co(D-F): F C A(D) and F is P-free}. Notice that if Do is a spanning subdigraph 
of D then ~(D,P) <<. ~(Do,P). 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 are generalized by 
Proposition 6.1. Each of the following values & equal to ~(D,P). 
(i) max{o(D - F): F CA(D), F is P-free}. 
(ii) max{co(D0): D0 E Tr(D,P)}. 
(iii) The maximum number of colours in a proper colouring of V(D) not producing 
well coloured P-subdigraphs of D. 
(iv) The maximum cardinality of an externally P-free partition of D. 
We have also the following generalization of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. 
Theorem 6.2. Let D be a digraph and ~ = (~i)icV(D) a family of non-empty digraphs. 
I f  P is a-adequate, then 
f / 
&(a(c~,D),P) = max ~o(W °) + E~(~j,P)~ where  J = V(D) - V(W°). 
WETr(P,D) ( jEJ ) 
It was implicitly proved that for the tournament T of Example 4.2 we have 
~(T) = ~(T, {C3,C4}) = 2 but ~3(T) = 3. 
Proposition 6.3. For every tournament T, D(T)=~(T,  {C3,C4}). 
Proof. Clearly ~(T)~< ~(T,{C3,C4}). We need only prove that ~+(T,{C3,C4})~< 
~+(T). Let 4) be any proper ~+(T)-colouring of T. Then T contains a well coloured 
directed cycle (uo, ul ..... us-l, uo). Take this cycle to be of minimum possible length s 
and assume that s >~ 5. Since either q~(u0) ¢ q~(u3), either ~b(u0) ¢ q~(u2) o~b(ul ) ~ ~(u3 )
then in any case a well coloured directed cycle of length smaller that s is obtained 
which gives a contradiction. [] 
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Define a digraph D to be P-keen iff there is an optimal externally P-free 
partition of  D having exactly one singular chromatic class but no externally P-free 
partition of  D leaves more than one such a class. The fol lowing proposition generalizes 
Proposition 3.6. 
Proposition 
(i) UD 
(5 (Z ,P ) -  1. 
(ii) I f  D 
6.4. Suppose P is a-adequate. 
is" a P-keen digraph and Z is also a digraph then (5 (D[~] ,P )= (5(D, P )+ 
and Z are P-keen digraphs then D[Z] is also P-keen. 
(i i i) I f  T is a P-keen circulant tournament (or in general, an), tournament whose 
group of automorphisms i  vertex-transitive) and ~=(~i)ic¢'(D) is a family of non- 
empty digraphs then (5(~(~, T),P) = (5(T,P) + max{(5(~i,P):  i C V(T)} - 1. 
Let fl(D,P) denote the maximum cardinality of  a P-free set of vertices of D and 
let dc(D,P)  be the min imum cardinality of an internally P-free partition [11]. The 
following generalization of  Theorem 5. l holds. 
Theorem 6.5. (i) (5(D,P) <~ ~(D,P) 
(ii) (5(D,P) + dc(D,P)  ~< or(D) + 1. 
Problem 6.6. 1. Characterize the circulant (or regular) tournaments for which (5 = 2 
(resp: (53 = 2). Are they the same? 
2. Are there tournaments for which o3 = 2 and (53 is arbitrarily big? 
3. Does (53 = (5 hold for every regular or circulant tournament? 
4. What can be said about Conjecture 5.8 if  W is asked to be v.criticial 
r-dichromatic? 
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